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Abstract

In this article, deterministic mathematical models are derived from biochemical models within a human
cell in two distinct cases, for comparison: healthy cell and cancerous cell. The former model is based in the
cell cycle model by Novak and Tyson and its adaptation by Conradie, and makes use of the MAPK cascade
pathway and the PI3K/AKT pathway for signalling transduction, to create a wider updated model for the
regulation of a healthy cell. The latter model, for the cancer cell, is derived from the healthy cell model by
altering specific pathways and interpreting the outcome in the light of literature in cancer. This last study is
done in two approaches: simulation of common deregulations and specific cancer simulation, colon cancer.
After studying both models, we propose targeting therapies and simulate their consequences. We thus explore
mathematical modeling efficacy and usefulness in providing enough information from which to derive ideas
for therapies. The purpose is to validate mathematics, once again, as a powerful tool with which one can
model the underlying nature of chaotic systems and extract useful conclusions to real-life problems.

I. Introduction

Cancer is one of the most deadly dis-
eases among humanity in great part
due to the large amount of variables

which have to be taken into account in its devel-
opment and dynamics, making it particularly
difficult to approach therapeutically. The un-
derstanding of how cancer mechanism works
starts with understanding how a healthy cell
behaves, since the differences between cancer
dynamics and healthy tissue dynamics are a
reasonable object of analysis in cancer theory.
When a single mammalian cell fails to stop
cell cycle when it needs to, proceeding to repli-
cate and originate offspring with anomalies, it
can quickly develop a tumor whose priority
is to grow and divide uncontrollably, selfishly
wearing all resources in its environment, desta-
bilizing its neighbouring healthy cells in the
tissue and, consequently, the whole organism.
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The study of individual healthy and cancerous
cells dynamics is therefore an understandable
approach for cancer therapy development and
is the one we discuss in this paper.

II. Preliminaries

i. The Cell Cycle Regulation

The Cell Cycle of Eukaryotic cells can be di-
vided in two main events: replication of DNA,
known as S phase, and Mitosis, known as M
Phase, followed by cytokinesis [6]. Between
S phase and M phase the cell enters G1 and
G2 phase, in which different concentrations of
biomolecules change. When it is not in any of
these phases, it means it is in quiescence state,
the so called G0 phase, or is preparing itself for
apoptosis, i.e. programmed cell death.
The biomolecules that regulate this cycle are
the Cyclins (Cyc’s) and the Cyclin Dependent
Kinases (CDK’s), proteins and enzymes, respec-
tively. To enter the cycle from G0 phase, some
external signal must be transducted through
the cell’s cytosol reaching the nucleus and
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promoting transcription of CycD and CDK4,6.
During the transition between G1 and S phase,
CycE/CDK2 complexes increase their concen-
tration in the cytosol, allowing for the transcrip-
tion of CycA and CDK2, which, in the form
of complex, promotes the movement to the G2
phase of the cycle, where CycA/CDK1 com-
plexes are predominant, leading to the passage
to Mitosis, where, in turn, CycB/CDK1 com-
plexes are in abundance. This completes the
cycle of concentrations of Cyclin/CDK com-
plexes, right before the cytokinesis event, that
divides the cell in two daughter cells.
Activation of the anaphase-promoting complex
(APC) by binding of cell-division cycle protein
20 (CDC20) and cadherin 1 (CDH1) is neces-
sary for exit from mitosis.

ii. The Restriction Point Regulation

The previous section resumed what is known
about the Cell Cycle regulation. The dances of
Cyclins and CDK’s are the mechanism that pro-
mote the advance of the cell through the cycle.
However, at some specific point in the cycle,
the cell no longer needs extracellular signals to
proceed. In the late G1 phase there is some de-
vice that allows the cycle to continue regardless
of mitogenic activity at the membrane. This
point, called Restriction Point, was set between
the 3rd and the 4th hour of G1 phase [7].
In human eukaryote cells, the Retinoblastoma
Protein, Rb, whose transcription is done from
a genetic sequence found in chromosome 13
[42], plays an important role in regulating the
restriction point along with E2F transcription
factor. Active E2F migrates to the nucleus of
the cell where it promotes DNA replication,
initiating S phase. Active Rb binds to E2F, de-
activating E2F and thus inhibiting the passage
to S phase. Rb is activated in its hypophospho-
rylated form, and is deactivated in its phos-
phorylated form. CycD-CDK4/6 complexes
inhibit active Rb, phosphorylating it partially,
leading to a partial activation of E2F. PP1 phos-
phatase dephosphorylates Rb, increasing the
concentration of active Rb and thus promoting
the inhibition of E2F. Along with CycE/CDK2

complexes, E2F promotes the passage through
the G1-S phases frontier, hence leading to DNA
replication, independent of further mitogenic
signals. At this point, the cell enters in auto-
matic program.

iii. Cell cycle arrest and Apoptosis

The cell cycle can be disrupted by the cell itself
if something is not according to the regulation
we summarized in the previous sections, and
in some cases this conduces the cell to a spe-
cific fate called apoptosis, i.e., programmed
cell death. Apoptosis is a mechanism of de-
fense developed to protect multicellular organ-
isms from malformations in cell development
and/or activity, for it conduces the cell to de-
stroy itself without damaging neighboring cells.
It does so by shrinking, condensing, tearing up
its outer layers and breaking the DNA into
fragments [6].
When DNA is damaged, the ATM ("ataxia-
telangiectasia mutated") kinase is activated, cul-
minating in p53 concentration increase, which
in turn gives place to a sequence of events
that turn on Caspase-9 and ultimately induces
apoptosis. The details on this mechanism are
far too extensive for the purpose of our model,
which is why we kept the apoptotic dynam-
ics fairly simple, as we explain in the updated
model section.

iv. The p53 pathway

The p53 gene, found in 1979 by separate groups
of investigators [5-8], and set to be a tumor su-
pressor gene in 1989 ([13], [14]), expresses the
p53 protein, a central biomolecule in cancer
research, specifically in the study of pathways
within the cell. This is due to the fact that virtu-
ally all cancers exhibit some sort of mutation of
p53 gene or modifications to its pathway. The
study of p53 pathway revealed the core of its
regulation as well as several links that it estab-
lishes between other major pathways, such as
the one of Rb protein, E2F and Ras. The con-
centration of p53 protein within an unstressed
cell is low, however it has a fast turnover when
the cell is under stress.
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The core regulation of p53 protein is co-
protagonized by the protein Hdm2 (Mdm2 in
the mouse) that inhibits p53 protein by binding
to it directly. P53 protein promotes the tran-
scription of Hdm2, defining a negative feed-
back loop between p53 protein and Hdm2 [15],
[16]. p14ARF (p19ARFin the mouse) in turn in-
hibits Hdm2 and its activity is inhibited by p53
protein. The transcription factor E2F also plays
a role in p53 regulation, by sustaining a nega-
tive feedback loop with p14ARF by inducing it
while being inhibited by it [5].
The core regulation of p53 protein leads to
several different downstream events that cul-
minate in different fates of the cell: cell cycle
arrest, apoptosis, inhibition of angiogenesis and
metastasis, and DNA repair.
In [17], these downstream events were explored
in distinct pathways, as well as useful positive
and negative feedback loops for P53 protein,
which are fairly easy to model.
Let us resume the main downstream event
triggered by p53 protein activity which cul-
minates in cell cycle arrest: the p21 gene prod-
uct, a Cyclin Dependent Kinase Inhibitor (CKI),
that inhibits CycE/CDK2 complex is a relevant
molecule in p53-mediated G1-S phase arrest.
Its transcription is induced by p53 protein ac-
tivity. There is also CDC25 inhibited by 14-3-
3-sigma, and CDC2 induced by CDC25 and
CycB, the latter inhibited by Gadd45. CDC2
promotes Cell Cycle arrest between G2-S phase.
This last pathway is not of our interest, as it
concerns another checkpoint in the cell cycle,
not the restriction point. The cell cycle arrest
pathway in which we focused our attention
was the one concerning the checkpoint during
G1-S phase transition, and is obviously of the
most relevant for studying the regulation of
the Restriction Point.
The p53 pathway that culminates in apoptosis
is triggered by ATM and induces Caspase-9,
an essencial protease of apoptosis. (see model
diagram 1).

v. The MAPK cascade pathway

MAPK Cascade signalling pathway (Mitogenic-
Activating-Protein Kinase Cascade), is a main
mechanism for protein synthesis motivated by
extracellular signals. It depends on MAPKKK,
MAPKK and MAPK whose phosphorylated
form is the activated form.

Extracellular signals, also called Ligands,
such as Growth Factors, bind to transmembrane
receptors, whose cytosolic domain may be al-
losterically altered, enabling its phosphoryla-
tion, inducing the binding of Growth factor
receptor-bound protein 2 (GRB2) molecule, ac-
tivating it. Active GRB2 activates Son of Seven-
less (SOS), which in turn phosphorylates Ras-
GDP complex to Ras-GTP complex. The latter
can then activate Raf (MAPKKK) by binding.
Raf will proceed the mechanism by phospho-
rylating MEK (MAPKK). Activated MEK pro-
motes the phosphorylation of ERK (MAPK).
Finally, active ERK promotes the activation of
transcription factors and subsequent migration
to the nucleus where it will bind to DNA tran-
scription sites, leading to protein synthesis [3].
Phosphorylated ERK promotes cell growth [19].
Important transcription factors are the Early Re-
sponse Genes (ERG) c-Fos, part of the Fos family
of transcription factors, the protein c-jun and
the protein Myc. This cascade would continue
indefinitely while Ras-GTP complex continues
active. This is why this cascade also induces
the transcription of GAP (GTPase-Activating
Proteins) regulatory proteins, which act like a
switch off button, phosphorylating Ras-GTP
complex back to Ras-GDP complex, inhibit-
ing the rest of the cascade and thus stopping
the synthesis of the specific proteins that the
mitogenic signals triggered. It has been docu-
mented that the silencing of GAP proteins is
related to some human cancers [21], since it
leaves the regulation of Ras protein to chance,
resulting in the deregulation of the concentra-
tion of Ras, and consequently of the whole
Cascade.
Overall, this signalling pathway needs to be
well regulated to avoid cancers, because if one
of the biomolecules involved in it were to be
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mutated, it could imply the consistent tran-
scription of proteins necessary for deregulated
growth and division, and thus it is only nat-
ural the study of drugs that reverse the "on"
or "off" states of these biomolecules for cancer
treatment, such as in [23].

vi. PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway

Another important intracellular transduction
pathway is the PI3K (phosphatidylinositol-4,5-
bisphosphate 3-Kinase)-AKT-mTOR (mechanis-
tic target of rapamycin) pathway. This pathway
is not as well studied as the MAPK cascade,
however there are relevant dynamics that are
sufficiently well documented, as the ones we
describe in this section.
The regulatory subunit of PI3K, binds to phos-
photyrosine peptide motifs in receptor pro-
tein tyrosine kinases (RTK’s) or the insulin
receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1). This activates
PI3K, which converts PIP2 (Phosphatidylinos-
itol 4,5-bisphosphate)to PIP3 (Phosphatidyli-
nositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate), a reaction that is
counter-acted by PTEN. PIP3 binds to AKT
(Protein kinase B), forming the PIP3/AKT.
PDK1 interveins to phosphorylate this com-
plex, fully activating it. Active PIP3/AKT phos-
phorylates TSC2 (Tuberous sclerosis 2), deac-
tivating it. TSC1 (Tuberous sclerosis 1) and
active TSC2 form TSC1/TSC2 complex, which
inhibit Rheb (Ras homolog enriched in brain)
activity. In turn, Rheb promotes mTORC1
(mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1) ac-
tivation. A feedback control in this PI3K/AKT
pathway is the inhibition caused by mTORC1
in RTK dynamics, by phosphorylating IRS1,
and also inhibiting EGF receptor, ERB2 and
IGF1 receptor, therefore not allowing for in-
teraction with PI3K and subsequent activation
and downstream of the pathway [24].

vii. Novak and Tyson Mathematical
Model (2004)

Novak and Tyson constructed a mathemati-
cal model for the regulation of the Restric-
tion Point based on the Cyclin/CDK com-

plexes, the Rb-E2F interaction and the signal-
transduction pathway, Growth Factors - Early
response genes - Delayed response genes (GF-
ERG-DRG) [1]. They assumed rapid message
turnover for mRNA, that is, steady-state for
mRNA transcription from the point of view
of the other reactions, which occur in a longer
timescale.
The GF-ERG-DRG is a brief pathway resum-
ing the MAPK signalling Cascade that trans-
ducts extracellular signals through the cell’s
membrane and across the cytosol, reaching the
nucleus and promoting the transcription of pro-
teins. In this case, GF-ERG-DRG is going to be
the triggering system that controls the CycD
synthesis. CycD then binds to CDK4,6, also
assumed to be fast enough to be in steady-state
quickly, forming complexes CycD/CDK4,6 that
phosphorylate Rb with the help of Cyclins A
and B, inhibiting its action on E2F inhibition,
therefore releasing free E2F. PP1 phosphatase
promotes the dephosphorylation of Rb and is
inhibited by CycE/CDK2, CycB/CDK1 and
CycA/CDK2 complexes. CycE/CDK2 synthe-
sis is in turn induced by E2F, and it can bind to
Kip1, leading to the inhibition of CycE activity.
This inhibiton by Kip1 is also applied to CycA.
Kip1 degradation is mediated by CycB/CDK1
and CycA/CDK2. The former is mediated by
Cdh1, that targets CycB for degradation. CycB,
along with APC, promotes the deactivation of
Cdh1, therefore establishing a mutual antago-
nism. Finally PPX mediates the synthesis of an
intermediary enzyme, IE, whose phosphory-
lated form promotes the activation of CDC20.
Active CDC20 and APC induce the degrada-
tion of CycA.
One of the most important features of this
model is the growth and division simulation of
the cell. The rate of mass is determined by the
level of "General machinery", GM, controlled
by the concentration of Rb and the absence of
growth factors.

viii. Conradie Model

In the paper "Restriction Point Control of the
Mammalian Cell Cycle via the CycE/CDK2/p27
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complex", [4], the authors constructed a new
framework in the RP model of Novak and
Tyson, focusing on the CycE/CDK2/p27 com-
plex. This model includes the dynamics of
p27 and excludes the dynamics of Kip1 and
Cyclins/Kip1 complexes. In this way, protein
p27 becomes the cyclins’ activity inhibitor – for
every time p27 is active, the cyclins must be
inactive. It does so by binding directly to the
cyclins A,D,E complexes and keeping them in-
active for the appropriate time in the cell cycle.

ix. Kholodenko (2000)

The quantitative computational model done
in [2] was performed around the MAPK cas-
cade pathway, studying negative feedbacks, ul-
trasensitivity and emergent oscillations which
simulate the nature of cellular biochemical
pathways.
In this model, MKKKK (Ras) phosphorylates
MKKK (Raf) to MKKK-P (Raf-P). In turn,
MKKK-P phosphorylates MKK (MEK) to MKK-
P (MEK-P) and MKK-P to MKK-PP (MEK-PP)
which, finally, phosphorylates the bottom layer
of the cascade, i.e., MAPK (ERK) to MAPK-P
(ERK-P) and MAPK-P to MAPK-PP (ERK-PP).
In this model, MKKKK (Ras) is not used as a
variable, as its activity is simulated recurring
to the negative feedback loop established by
the downstream activity of ERK-PP. In this way,
ERK-PP directly influences the concentration
of MKKK (Raf).
It makes use of Michaelis-Menten kinetics, de-
scribed originally in [41], as main rate func-
tions.

III. Updated Mathematical Model

The previous sections resumed the theory on
which we based the construction of a wider
updated mathematical [Figure 1], compared to
that of Novak and Tyson.
In this new model, the MAPK signalling
cascade was constructed as in [2], except for
the fact that active ERK acts upon Ras-GDP
phosphorylation, promoting it, instead of
promoting Raf phosphorylation. This way the

cascade has in its structure the dynamics of
Ras, and maintains the feedback loop, even
though Kholodenko used ERK’s influence on
the activation of Raf [2]. Indirectly, this is
still the case, as ERK is activating Ras that in
turn activates Raf. The purpose of this was to
propagate the oscillations created by the ERK
feedback loop to Ras as well. Thanks to this, it
was possible to add another negative feedback,
through the inclusion of GAP protein, whose
transcription is induced by the cascade and
whose inhibition on Ras-GTP decreases the
flux of the cascade. The activity of the cascade
culminates in the regulation of ERG, whose
influence on DRG models the transcription of
CycD [1].
The PI3K-AKT pathway was build inside
another negative feedback loop - the inhibi-
tion of RTK by active mTORC1 against the
activation of the latter by active Rheb. The
joint concentration of active and inactive
mTORC1 is not considered constant, as there
is continuous synthesis and degradation of
active mTORC1 (see equations (46) and (57)).
Activity of AKT includes the formation of
PIP3/AKT complex and the synthesis of CycD,
which allows a simple connection to the cell
cycle. There are several cross-talks between
MAPK and PI3K-AKT pathways [reference],
and here we have focused only on two major
influences acting upon PI3K-AKT pathway:
activation of PI3K by active Ras and inhibition
of TSC1/TSC2 complex by active ERK.
E2F promotes transcription of p14ARF, suggest-
ing another obvious link between models. As
for P53, its concentration is maintained low
through normal cell cycle by inhibition caused
by Hdm2. The Hdm2 protein is downregu-
lated by Rb, CycE/Cdk2 complex and p14,
following [17]. The apoptosis and cell cycle
arrest events were added with the features of
the software used for the simulations, COPASI
[44]. This is explained in more detail in the
next section (also, see notes on equations).
We based the core of our model, that is, the
regulation of the Cyclins, in [4].
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Figure 1: Diagram of cell cycle dynamics divided according to specific functions in the model: generation of cell cycle
oscillations through CDC20 and CDH1 reactions (green background); MAPK cascade (grey background),
connection between MAPK cascade and production of Cyclin D through ERG and DRG synthesis (yellow
background); PI3K/AKT pathway (light purple background); cyclin A/D/E and p27 interactions (orange
background); restriction point regulation through E2F and Rb interactions (blue background); regulation of
cell fate by p53 tumor supressor (pink background).
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IV. Units of concentrations

The time dimension frequently used in intra-
cellular activities is the hour, even though some
reactions take longer than others. Taking hour
as the time unit, any reaction much faster than
one hour (suppose a reaction of the order of
seconds), can be seen as instantaneous, i.e., al-
ways in a steady state. For example, the time
of messenger RNA (mRNA) turn over (pas-
sage from RNA to protein) is much faster than
protein reactions time. From the time perspec-
tive of protein reaction, mRNA keeps roughly
the same concentration throughout time, and
therefore d[mRNA]/dt ≈ 0,which does not re-
ally help much in the system of differential
equations unless the constant [mRNA] is used
in a parameter somewhere in the equations.
However, in this paper the parameters are cali-
brated according to already mentioned previ-
ous models and not directly from real-life dy-
namics. To follow the modelling of Conradie
(and also to be able to pick up the cell cycle
model from Tyson and Novak) we assumed
the concentration variables are scaled in order
to have dimensionless Michaelis Menten pa-
rameters and rate constants with units hour.
The concentration units are in µM, where M =
mol/L.

V. Simulation of healthy cell

As in [1], we implement in the model the cell
cycle division, regulated by "mass", whose con-
centration drops to half periodically (see notes
on equations), as shown in the third graphic
(left to right, up to bottom) of [Figure 2]. The
mass is the indicator of the current cell cy-
cle phase. This is ought to depend on exter-
nal factors, such as growth factors, but the
whole simulation is going to be performed as
if the healthy cell were in a stable environ-
ment, receiving periodical stimuli, and the can-
cer cell in a proper environment for its devel-
opment. Therefore, we exclude external in-
puts for the model of both healthy and cancer
cell, and can then focus on the internal regu-
lation of cell. This takes us to the second link:

ERG/DRG dynamics are an isolated system
in Novak and Tyson model. As we discussed
in the MAPK Cascade section, ERG activity is
induced by transcription factors at the bottom
of the MAPK Cascade, thus opening a hole in
ERG/DRG isolation. For the sake of simplic-
ity, we just assumed that the biphosphorylated
form of ERK has a positive impact in ERG con-
centration. Inspired by Kholodenko [2], the
model includes the MAPK cascade with a feed-
back created by the influence of active ERK on
the phosphorylation of Ras-GDP. This estab-
lishes a loop around the MAPK cascade, gen-
erating one of the three sources of oscillation
within this model - the others being the dy-
namics of CDC20 and CDH1 (second graphic
of Figure 2), and the negative feedback loop
in PI3K-AKT pathway (fifth graphic of Figure
2), which regulate the mass, which, in turn,
regulates the cyclins (first graphic of Figure 2).
The Rb and E2F dynamics function as expected,
following the cell cycle (sixth graphic of Figure
2).
When it comes to the regulation of Hdm2, we
assumed a constant flux of synthesis plus the
induction by phosphorylated P53. The flux
of synthesis is larger than the dependency on
phosphorylated P53. Here the tumor supres-
sor is playing the role of regulating apoptosis
and cell cycle arrest. Its concentration is low
when Hdm2 is present, binding directly to it
and increasing the concentration of Hdm2/P53
complex.
Simulating Cell Cycle Arrest implies a steady
behaviour of cyclins concentration and cell vol-
ume for the time scale we are dealing with.
It was therefore added a switch-like parame-
ter in the rate functions of Cyclins, General
Machinery, CDH1 and mass, regulated by the
condition of having a minimum amount of p21.
The programmed cell death can be triggered
in two ways: from within the cell or through
extracellular signals. Intracellular induction of
apoptosis is the only one we concerned this
project about, and therefore the intracellular
pathway is the mechanism on which the simu-
lation of apoptosis of the model is based on.
For the simulation of intracellular induction
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of apoptosis, it was added the conditions on
minimum amounts of ATM which, if crossed,
will trigger the increase in P53 dependency of
Caspase-9. This induces a rapid construction
of this protein, which will dismount the cell
from within by degrading cyclins and leading
the mass to zero in a switch-like way. This
control of apoptosis and cell cycle arrest can be
seen as a very simple Boolean system.
All parameters in common to the mentioned
models were maintained or only slightly
changed. New necessary parameters were cho-
sen according to the desired oscillation output
and links between pathways by trial-and-error,
allowing the concentrations to sustain negative
or positive feedback loops and at the same time
establish smooth connections between distinct
pathways of the cell cycle.

VI. Simulation of common

deregulations

After setting the model of a healthy cell, we
can now proceed to simulate the cancer cell.
Since cancer is a set of diseases rather than
just one easily generalizable disease, we will
approach this simulation in two different ways:
first, making use of the relevant information
on MAPK cascade and PI3K/AKT pathway,
on the p53 protein and its pathway, as well
as the Retinoblastoma protein and the E2F
transcription factor, to execute alterations on
the model so as to simulate the beginning of a
random cancer, which will deregulate some
or several pathways. Second, starting in a
specific type of cancer - colon cancer -, we
will alter the relevant pathways to then pro-
ceed to logical therapies described in literature.

i. MAPK cascade signalling pathway
in cancer

As a first approach to simulate cancer, the
MAPK cascade dynamics in the model were
altered, as it is a reasonable target for cancer
study [3]. Starting by assuming mutated Ras
or Raf proteins, such that its phosphorylating

activity on Raf or MEK proteins, respectively,
continues. For mutated Ras the binding
to GTP is still ongoing but the binding
to GAP protein and inactivation by active
ERK ceases to be possible - and thus Ras
dephosphorylated form becomes rare in the
cascade. For mutated Raf, its phosphorylated
form becomes dominant and therefore the
oscillation effect inherited by the Ras stage of
the cascade is lost due to this overactivation of
Raf. Both inefficient Ras-GTP hydrolysis and
inefficient Raf dephosphorylation result in the
same deregulation of the ERG production and
therefore DRG as well [Figure 3]. The cyclins’
periodicity overall does not suffer from this
change, except that of CycD, whose amplitude
diminishes, as we see in [Figure 4].
For severe dephosphorylation inhibition of
both phosphorylated forms of ERK or severe
dephosphorylation inhibition of biphospho-
rylated MEK, the effect on ERG, DRG and
CycD are the same as with deregulation
induced by Ras or Raf mutations [Figure 3]. In
other words, as shown in figure 3, the same
downstream result is obtained in one or more
of the above mentioned deregulations. The
impact is not as strong for the analogous
change on monophosphorylated MEK forms
[Figure 5]. Thus, according to this simulation,
it seems that ERK, compared to MEK, is a more
sensitive component in the MAPK cascade,
since any type of dephosphorylation inhibition
on ERK suffices to loose the oscillation, while
with MEK only if the biphosphorylated form
suffers from severe phosphorylation inhibition.
A possible deregulation to explore in the
MAPK cascade is the GAP synthesis, which
inhibits directly active Ras. Increasing the
GAP-dependency in the inactivation of Ras
(which was done by increasing the parameter
kgap on equation (43)) and turning the produc-
tion of GAP faster at the same time yields an
increase in the number of waves of the MAPK
cascade components’ concentration [Figure
6] indicating a faster feedback. Since active
ERK’s concentration drops at the bottom of
the cascade, there is a subsequent inhibition
of the cell cycle, seen in Figure 7 (cyclins’
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Figure 2: Healthy cell dynamics (details in text). Concentration unit: µM; Time unit: hour.
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concentrations are bellow 0.5 µM, which is
quite low compared to healthy behaviour
[see first graphic of figure 2]). p27 complexes
are also affected by having its concentration
frequency follow that of the MAPK cascade
components (bottom graphic of Figure 8), in
contrast to the healthy case (upper graphic of
Figure 8).

ii. PI3K/AKT pathway deregulations

The PI3K pathway is commonly altered in
colon cancer [36]. PI3K enhancement and
PTEN loss are just some of the common dereg-
ulations in this transduction pathway. AKT
hyperactivity is another possible deregulation.
For PI3K overexpression, synthesis was en-
hanced, leading to an ever-increasing concen-
tration of PI3K and loss of oscillation pattern
in Rheb, mTORC1 and TSC1-2 concentrations
[Figures 9-11]. Deregulations that are caused
by the MAPK cascade, through cross-talks, are
simulated in the colon cancer section below,
due to their importance in this cancer.

iii. CDH1 deregulation

Complete loss of CDH1 is implicated in 84%
of lobular breast cancer [22], which may imply
that the presence of CDH1 is a strong factor
against lobular breast cancer. In the model,
in absence of CDH1, i.e., with no synthesis
whatsoever of CDH1, the wave length of the
cycles in CDC20, the cyclins, p27 complexes,
E2F and p14ARF are shortened (see first four
plots of Figure 12). As the mass only engages
in division whenever CDH1 concentrations sur-
passes a certain threshold, the overall volume
of the cell increases with no type of regulation
(see last plot of Figure 12). Although it may
seem a positive feature of a deficient-CDH1
cell not having auto-induced division, like in
cancer cells, this only happens due to the lack
of cancer cell mechanism to induce its own
division in this model. One can imagine that
after CDH1 is removed completely from the
cell, cell division is guided by another pathway,
that is, a pathway which does not depend on

Figure 3: Deregulations: inefficient Ras-GTP hydrolysis;
inefficient Raf dephosphorylation; inefficient
dephosphorylation of both forms of ERK; inef-
ficient dephosphorylation of MEK-PP. See text
for details.

Figure 4: Deregulation: inefficient Ras-GTP hydrolysis

Figure 5: Deregulation: inefficient dephosphorylation of
MEK-P
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Figure 6: Deregulation: strong dependency on and fast
production of GAP.

Figure 7: Deregulation: strong dependency on and fast
production of GAP.

Figure 8: Healthy case (upper graphic) and deregulation:
strong dependency on and fast production of
GAP (bottom graphic).

Figure 9: Overexpressed PI3K (see text for details).

Figure 10: Healthy case (upper graphic) and deregula-
tion: overexpressed-PI3K (bottom graphic).

Figure 11: Healthy case (upper graphic) and deregula-
tion: overexpressed-PI3K (bottom graphic).
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CDH1 concentration nor CDC20 synthesis to
induce cell division. Another outcome of this
simulation is that p53 is not turned on (see
fifth plot of Figure 12), which means there
is no apoptosis nor cell cycle arrest, and this
combined with the already mentioned hidden
cancerous mechanism for self-regulation of
division becomes the perfect combination for
the birth of a cancer cell.

iv. Retinoblastoma mutation

If mutated, Rb can lose its ability to connect
with E2F, not inhibiting its activity in proper
time during the cell cycle, and consequently
enabling E2F to migrate to the nucleus
inducing the motion to S-phase in the cycle,
moving past the restriction point. To simulate
this, the chemical reaction of active Rb binding
to E2F forming the complex E2F:Rb is shut off.
This originated an increase in concentration of
free E2F [Figure 13] and also an anticipation
of the cell cycle, as the phase of the oscillation
gets shifted [Figure 14], showing that the cell
commits to an extra cell cycle earlier than
in the healthy case. As a result of that, the
general machinery does not have the proper
time to build up, leading to an ever-decreasing
mass in each cycle [Figure 15].

v. P53 deregulated pathway

Any damage to the DNA is ought to induce
the production of ATM, promoting p53 syn-
thesis, which can trigger events for apoptosis
or cell cycle arrest, the latter also involved in
eventual repair mechanisms. If synthesis of
p53 is deregulated, arising the appearance of
mutated forms of p53, the ability of the cell to
induce apoptosis or cell cycle arrest might be
compromised. If mutated p53 is not able to
promote p21 synthesis or Caspase-9 synthesis,
then the cell does not have any defense mecha-
nism, and will eventually continue through the
cycle, passing errors in DNA to the daughter-
cells, leading to unrepairable cases of tumori-
genesis.

To simulate this, the modifying role played by
p53 in p21 and Caspase-9 synthesis was unin-
tensified and the level of ATM was increased.
The purpose is to simulate DNA damage in a
mutated p53 environment. The result is clear
[Figures 16-18]: the cell could not proceed to
cell cycle arrest nor apoptosis and therefore
the division continued. The concentrations of
Hdm2 quickly reaches a constant level, since it
has not enough supply of p53 to bind with.

VII. Colon cancer

According to the World Cancer Research Fund
International, colorectal cancer, or colon can-
cer, is the third most common type of can-
cer in the world and nearly 95% of colorectal
cancers are adenocarcinomas, i.e., abnormal
growth of epithelial tissue with glandular ori-
gin and/or characteristics [46]. The molecular
pathways our model simulates are reasonable
targets for therapy of this type of cancer. The
Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK cascade is deregulated in
approximately 30% of all cancers, Ras alone
being mutated in 36% [38] and B-Raf (a spe-
cific type of Raf) found mutated in 10% to
15% of colorectal cancers [37]. The PI3K cat-
alytic subunit alpha (PI3KCA) mutations are
implicated in about 32% of colorectal cancers
[38]. Hyperactivation of AKT has been linked
to tumorigenic development, increasing cell
survival, and was proved to be vital for colon
cancer stem cells [39]. The regulatory system of
the cell cycle is also afflicted by Ras mutations,
which come with raised ERK activity [38].
On the other hand, Raf inhibitors have shown
to be promising in certain cancers, with clini-
cally manageable effects [40].

i. Simulation of colon cancer

Ras hyperactivity in colon cancer was seen
as a straight-forward approach. As in the
previous section on common deregulations,
Ras dephosphorylation rate was diminished
sufficiently to affect the rest of the MAPK
cascade and PI3K/AKT pathway. There is a
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Figure 12: Deregulation: CDH1-deficiency, i.e., no synthesis of CDH1 whatsoever. See text for more details.
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Figure 13: Deregulation: Rb-mutated cell

Figure 14: Deregulation: Rb-mutated cell

Figure 15: Deregulation: Rb-mutated cell

Figure 16: Deregulation: mutated p53 such that it can
no longer activate p21 synthesis

Figure 17: Deregulation: mutated p53 such that it can
no longer activate Caspase9 synthesis

Figure 18: Deregulation: p53-mutated cell
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subsequent over-activation of PI3K, leading
to a fast increase and posterior stagnation of
PI3K/AKT pathway active components in
a high concentration level. DRG and ERG
concentrations frequency increase notoriously,
following active ERK overactivation [Figure
19]. This contributes to shorter wave-lengths
on CDH1 and CDC20 concentrations [Figure
20]. Hence the restriction point is overcome
one more time than in healthy cell conditions.
Uncontrolled division, yet, as mentioned
previously, is not sufficient to create a cancer
cell, according to the hallmarks of cancer [35],
and thus, Ras hyperactivity, along with P53
mutation, was performed in this simulation, in
this way clearly avoiding the Boolean switch
of apoptosis or cell cycle arrest, generated by
overproduced Caspase-9 or p21, respectively.
AKT hyperactivity affects mainly PI3K/AKT
pathway, and doesn’t seem to interfere with
cyclins A,B and E, however it is still trouble-
some for it stimulates the overall production of
CycD. TSC1 and TSC2 inherit the hyperactivity
and raise, losing oscillation, while PIP3 lowers
significantly and PIP3:AKT raises [Figure
21], both in active and inactive forms. PI3K,
RTK and mTORC1 concentration’s amplitude
increases. Cell cycle is advanced, as with Ras
activation [Figure 20].

VIII. Therapies

The simulations performed wouldn’t fulfil their
purpose if one couldn’t derive therapeutical
intervention from them. Specifically, from
the results it is possible to extract ideas for
biomolecular-based therapies or, at least, to de-
tect pre-cancerous cells. MAPK cascade path-
way’s deregulation yields promising terrain for
detecting possible cell cycle corruption: con-
stant levels of active Ras, active Raf or active
ERK can be measured indirectly through ERG
and DRG concentrations [Figure 3] or Cyclin D
concentration [figure 4]; as the increase in GAP-
dependency leads to cyclin inhibition [Figure
7], targeting GAP in a previously-identified
cancer cell for its overexpression is a possible

Figure 19: Deregulation: hyperactive-Ras cell model

Figure 20: Deregulation: hyperactive-Ras or
hyperactive-AKT cell model

Figure 21: Deregulation: hyperactive-AKT cell model
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way to inhibit cell growth.
Complete loss of CDH1 consequently induces
the cell to a faster passage through the re-
striction point, whose regulation is done by
E2F/Rb dynamics, meaning that a possible
treatment for CDH1-deficient cells could be
the artificial introduction of fair amounts of Rb
or Rb-like biomolecules to create a delay that
could ultimately compensate the fast pace of
S-phase commitment; the same idea could be
applied to Rb-mutated cells, since there are no
biomolecules to hold the transcription factor
activities of E2F in those cases.
Since p53 is mutated or its pathway is altered
in virtually every cancer, therapies directly
turned towards its activity in the cell could im-
ply groundbreaking approaches to fight cancer.
The pathway described in the model presented
in this paper is not complex enough to allow
one to easily derive therapies, but still some ap-
pear naturally: adding p53-like biomolecules
to a p53-deficient cell, inducing p21 or Caspase-
9 synthesis in cancerous cell or even targeting
Hdm2 for destruction to indirectly increase the
concentration of p53 are just some, rather sim-
plistic, approaches. However, p53 pathway is
not target-like, being extremely difficult to de-
rive practical therapies from its deregulation.
It is also useful to make use of the altered
model to find consequences of ideal therapies.
With this in perspective, some simulation of
therapies were performed, based in the com-
mon deregulation in colon cancer explored in
previous sections. For Ras hyperactivation,
MEK and Raf inhibition yield similar results,
although the inhibitions were performed in dif-
ferent intensities: strong inhibition of Raf or
inhibition of MEK induces cell cycle arrest with-
out use of the p53 defense mechanism, starting
with CDH1 and CDC20 stability [Figure 22].
The cell signalling transduction ceases to oper-
ate, leading to stagnation of CycD production,
and adding the arrest of CDH1 and CDC20, the
cycle stops [Figure 23]. For this same deregula-
tion, ERK inhibition delays cell cycle [Figures
24 and 25], although not restoring completely
MAPK cascade feedback and leading to faster
stationarity in PI3K/AKT dynamics. The de-

lay seems to help increase the mass of the cell,
since the first cell cycle takes longer to occur
and the mass reaches higher values in the same
period. As for PI3K inhibition, it does not seem
very promising for Ras hyperactivity, because
the cell cycle continues unharmed, even though
PI3K/AKT components take longer to reach
stationarity.

IX. Conclusions

This paper uses a deterministic mathematical
model to study dynamics in healthy cell and
cancerous cell. The model for healthy cell
is based on the p53 gene network, cell cycle
control mechanisms, the MAP kinase pathway
and PI3K/Akt pathway. The cancer cell model
is realized by the deregulation in the model
of healthy cell. In addition, potential therapy
targets are predicted by using mathematical
simulation. This model has been done
entirely within an in silico research work.
The theoretical foundations with which we
constructed the differential equations for the
quantitative model are strongly connected
with biochemistry fields for many years, and
not only allow one to apply mathematics to
biology but also do it in a low-budget and
time-saving manner. With information from
literature, we have derived an updated and
extended, but still simple, version of an impor-
tant model for systems biology, [1], changing
some of its pathways in a experimental way
and mimicking already known deregulations
to reflect on the outcomes. This resulted in
a broader simulation of the cell cycle. The
extension of the model to the MAPK and
PI3K/AKT pathways showed consistency with
much of the information in biomolecular and
cancer literature, maintaining the restriction
point core of the original model. It also shows
flexibility, as it is easy to manipulate the input
reactions, even though the parameters might
be dificult to adjust.
The therapies we have mentioned are con-
strained to the biochemical applicability in
real-life scenarios. Still, the ideas that can be
brought about when this kind of approach is
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Figure 22: Deregulation: hyperactive-Ras cell;
Treatment: Raf or MEK inhibition

Figure 23: Deregulation: hyperactive-Ras cell;
Treatment: Raf or MEK inhibition

Figure 24: Deregulation: hyperactive-Ras cell;
Treatment: ERK inhibition

Figure 25: Deregulation: in hyperactive-Ras cell;
Treatment: ERK inhibition

applied might conduce to breakthroughs in
molecular biology.
The study of the colon cancer, and other
types of cancer, as it keeps on being reviewed
and updated, will help on the fitness and
prediction power of our model.

X. Further work

We are aware of the limitations of the proposed
model, not only because it is a gross simplifica-
tion of the complexity of large scale regulatory
dynamics of the cell but also because it is not
completely up-to-date. However, it is an eas-
ily approachable in the sense that increasing
its complexity or updating it is as simple as
adding or removing more species and/or re-
actions. Particularly, cross-talks between the
pathways considered, such as MAPK cascade
and PI3K-AKT, should be object of a more de-
tailed research, as well as the PI3K pathway
itself. Completely updating the model, or at
least bringing it closer to the most recent dis-
coveries, might open the possibility of expan-
sion to inter-cellular interactions, as well as
enhancing it with stochastic modelling.
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XII. Supplementary information

System of differential equations for healthy cell model

d[Cdc20]
dt

=
k13(−[Cdc20] + [”inactiveCdc20”])[”phosphorylatedIEP”]

J13 − [Cdc20] + [”inactiveCdc20”]
− k14[Cdc20]

J14 + [Cdc20]

−k12[Cdc20] (1)

d[Cdh1]
dt

=
(k’

3 + k3[Cdc20])(1− [Chd1])
1 + J3 − [Cdh1]

− V4CycleArrest[Cdh1]
J4 + [Cdh1]

(2)

d[CycA]

dt
= k25r[p27 : CycA : Cdk2] + V6[p27 : CycA : Cdk2] + εk29CycleArrest[mass][E2F]

−k25[CycA][p27]− k25[CycA][Kip1]− k25r − k30[Cdc20][CycA] (3)

d[CycB]
dt

= εCycleArrest

k1’ +
k1[CycB]2

J1
2(1 + [CycB]2

J12
)

−V2[CycB] (4)

d[CycD]

dt
= V6[p27 : CycD : Cdk2]− k10[CycD] + εCycleArrestk9[DRG] + kakt[AKT]

−k24[CycD][p27] + k24r[p27 : CycD : Cdk2]− k24[CycD][Kip1]

+k24r[CycD : Kip1] + V6[CycD : Kip1] + k10[CycD : Kip1] (5)

d[CycE]
dt

= k25r[p27 : CycE : Cdk2]−V8[CycE] + V6[p27 : CycE : Cdk2] + ε(k7’ + k7[E2F])

−k25[CycE][p27]− k25[CycE][Kip1] + k25r[CycE : Kip1] + V6[CycE : Kip1]

+V8[CycE : Kip1] (6)

d[DRG]

dt
= ε

 k17[DRG]2

J17
2(1 + [DRG]2

J17
2 )

+ k17
’[ERG]

− k18[DRG] (7)

d[E2F]
dt

= k20(λA[CycA] + λB[CycB] + λD([P27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD]) + λE[CycE])[E2F : Rb]

+k26r[E2F : Rb]− (k’
23 + k23([CycA] + [CycB]))[E2F]

+k22[”phosphorylatedE2F”]− k26[E2F][Rb] (8)

d[E2F : Rb]
dt

= k26[E2F][Rb] + k22[”phosphorylatedE2F : Rb”]

−k20(λA[CycA] + λB[CycB] + λD([p27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD]) (9)

+λE[CycE])[E2F : Rb]− k26r[E2F : Rb]− (k’
23

+k23([CycA] + [CycB])[E2F : Rb]

d[ERG]

dt
=

[ERG]kERK[”ERK− PP”]
kk34 + [ERG]

+
εk15

1 + [DRG]2

J15
2

− k16[ERG] (10)

d[GM]

dt
= CycleArrestk27[mass]r31switch− k28[GM] (11)
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d[Rb_hypo]
dt

= k20(λA[CycA] + λB[CycB] + λD([p27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD])

+λE[CycE])([E2F : Rb] + [”phosphorylatedE2F : Rb”] + [Rb])

−(k19PP1A + k19’(PP1T − PP1A))[Rbhypo] (12)

d[”inactiveCdc20”]
dt

= ε(k11
’ + k11[CycB])− k12[”inactiveCdc20”] (13)

d[mass]
dt

= ε · CycleArrest · DeathSwitch ρ[GM] (14)

d[p27]
dt

= (k25r + V8)[p27 : CycE : Cdk2] + (k25r + k30[Cdc20])

·[p27 : CycA : Cdk2] + (k10 + k24r)[p27 : CycD : Cdk2]

−(V6 + k25([CycE] + [CycA]) + k24r[CycD])[p27] + εk5 (15)

d[p27 : CycA : Cdk2]
dt

= k25[CycA][p27]− (k25r + V6 + k30[Cdc20])[p27 : CycA : Cdk2] (16)

d[p27 : CycD : Cdk2]
dt

= k24[CycD][p27]− (V6 + k10 + k24r)[p27 : CycD : Cdk2] (17)

d[p27 : CycE : Cdk2]
dt

= k25[CycE][p27]− (k25r + V6 + V8)[p27 : CycE : Cdk2] (18)

d[”phosphorylatedE2F”]
dt

= (k20(λA[CycA] + λB[CycB] + λD([p27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD])

+λE[CycE] + k26r))[”phosphorylatedE2F : Rb”] (19)

+k′23 + k23([CycA] + [CycB])[E2F]

−(k22 + k26[Rb])[”phosphorylatedE2F”]

d[”phosphorylatedE2F : Rb”]
dt

= −k20(λA[CycA] + λB[CycB] + λD([p27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD])

+λE[CycE]− (k26r + k22))[”phosphorylatedE2F : Rb”] (20)

+k26[”phosphorylatedE2F”][Rb]

+(k′23 + k23([CycA] + [CycB]))[E2F : Rb]

d[”phosphorylatedIEP”]
dt

=
k31[CycB](1− [”phosphorylatedIEP”])

1 + J31 − [”phosphorylatedIEP”]

− k32[PPX]([”phosphorylatedIEP])
J32 + [”phosphorylatedIEP”]

(21)

d[PPX]

dt
= εk33 − k34[PPx] (22)

d[Rb]
dt

= −(k20(λA[CycA] + λB[CycB] + λD([p27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD])

+λE[CycE] + k26r))[Rb] + (k19PP1A + k19
’(PP1T − PP1A))[Rb_hypo]

+k26r[E2F : Rb]− k26[E2F][Rb] + k26r[”phosphorylatedE2F : Rb”]

−k26[”phosphorylatedE2F”][Rb] (23)
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d[Kip1]
dt

= εk5 −V6[Kip1]− k24[CycD][Kip1] + k24r[CycD : Kip1]

+k10[CycD : Kip1] +−k25[Kip1]([CycE] + [CycA])

k25r([CycE : Kip1] + [CycA : Kip1]) + V8[CycE : Kip1]

+k30[Cdc20][CycA : Kip1]− ((k25([CycA] + [CycE]) + k24[CycD])[Kip1]

−k25r([CycA : Kip1] + [CycE : Kip1])− k24r[CycD : Kip1]

−V6([CycA : Kip1] + [CycD : Kip1] + [CycE : Kip1])

−k30[Cdc20][CycA : Kip1]−V8[CycE : Kip1]− k10[CycD : Kip1]) (24)

d[CycA : Kip1]
dt

= k25[CycA][Kip1]− k25r[CycA : Kip1]−V6[CycA : Kip1]

−k30[Cdc20][CycA : Kip1] (25)

d[CycE : Kip1]
dt

= k25[CycE][Kip1]− k25r[CycE : Kip1]

−V6[CycE : Kip1]−V8[CycE : Kip1] (26)

d[CycD : Kip1]
dt

= k24[CycD][Kip1]− k24r[CycD : Kip1]−

V6[CycD : Kip1]− k10[CycD : Kip1] (27)

d[Hdm2]
dt

= k37[”p53− P”] + k38 − (kp14[p14ARF] + kRb[Rbhypo]

+kcycE[CycE])−
(

k39[Hdm2][”p53− P”]− k40[p53 : Hdm2]
kk1 + [p53 : Hdm2]

)
(28)

d[p14ARF]
dt

= k41([E2F]− [p14ARF]) (29)

d[GAP]
dt

= kERK[”ERK− PP”]− k42[GAP] (30)

d[”p53− P”]
dt

= K43[ATM]− k39[Hdm2][”p53− P”] +
k40[p53 : Hdm2]

kk2 + [p53 : Hdm2]
(31)

d[p53 : Hdm2]
dt

= k39[Hdm2][”p53− P”] +
k40[p53 : Hdm2]

kk2 + [p53 : Hdm2]
(32)

d[p21]
dt

=
k44[”p53− P”]

k45 + [”p53− P”]
+

k46[PIP33 : AKT_On]
kk3 + [PIP3 : AKT_On]

− k47[p21] (33)

d[CytoC : Apa f 1 : Caspase9]
dt

= ”Caspase9 f lux”[”p53− P”]

−k48[AKT][CytoC : Apa f 1 : Caspase9] (34)

d[Ra f ]
dt

=
k49[”Ra f − P”]

kk4 + [”Ra f − P”]
− k50[”Ras− GTP”][Ra f ]

kk4 + [Ra f ]
(35)

d[”Ra f − P”]
dt

=
k50[”Ras− GTP”][Ra f ]

kk4 + [Ra f ]
− k49[”Ra f − P”]

kk4 + [”Ra f − P”]
(36)
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d[MEK]
dt

=
k51[”MEK− P”]

kk5 + [”MEK− P”]
− k52[”Ra f − P”][MEK]

kk5 + [MEK]
(37)

d[”MEK− P”]
dt

=
k52[”Ra f − P”][MEK]

kk5 + [MEK]
− k52[”Ra f − P”][”MEK− P”]

kk5 + [”MEK− P”]

+
k51[”MEK− PP”]

kk5 + [”MEK− PP”]
− k6[”MEK− P”]

kk15 + [”MEK− P”]
(38)

d[”MEK− PP”]
dt

=
k52[”Ra f − P”][”MEK− P”]

kk5 + [”MEK− P”]
− k51[”MEK− PP”]

kk5 + [”MEK− PP”]
(39)

d[ERK]
dt

=
k53[”ERK− PP”]

kk5 + [”ERK− P”]
− k52[”MEK− PP”][ERK]

kk5 + [ERK]
(40)

d[”ERK− P”]
dt

=
k52[”MEK− PP”][ERK]

kk5 + [ERK]
+

k53[”ERK− PP”]
kk5 + [”ERK− PP”]

− k52[”MEK− PP”][”ERK− P”]
kk5 + [”ERK− P”]

− k53[”ERK− P”]
kk5 + [”ERK− P”]

(41)

d[”ERK− PP”]
dt

=
k52[”MEK− PP”][”ERK− P”]

kk5 + [”ERK− P”]
− k53[”ERK− PP”]

kk5 + [”ERK− PP”]
(42)

d[”Ras− GDP”]
dt

= kgap[GAP] +
k54[”Ras− GTP”]

kk6 + [”Ras− GTP”]

−

kmass[mass] +
k55[”Ras− GDP”](

1 +
(
[”ERK−PP”]

ki

)n)
(k56 + [”Ras− GDP”])

 (43)

d[”Ras− GTP”]
dt

= kmass[mass] +
k55[”Ras− GDP”]

(1 + ( [”ERK−PP”]
ki )n)(k56 + [”Ras− GDP”])

−(kgap[GAP] +
k54[”Ras− GTP”]

kk6 + [”Ras− GTP”]
) (44)

d[RTK]
dt

= k57 − k58[RTK]− k59[RTK][mTORC1]
[RTK] + kk7

(45)

d[PI3K]
dt

=
kRas[”Ras− GTP”][PI3K]

kk8 + [PI3K]
− k60[PI3K]

kk8 + [PI3K]
(46)

d[mTORC1]
dt

=
k61[mTORC1_O f f ][Rheb_On]

kk8 + [mTORC1_O f f ]
+

V3PI3K(1− [mTORC1])
kk8− [mTORC1] + 1

− k62[mTORC1]
kk8 + [mTORC1]

− k63[mTORC1]
kk9 + [mTORC1]

(47)

d[PIP2]
dt

=
k63[PI3K][PTEN]

kk9 + [PIP3]
− k63[PI3K][PIP2]

kk9 + [PIP2]
(48)

d[PIP3]
dt

=
k63[PI3K][PIP2]

kk9 + [PIP2]

+k64[PI3K : AKT_O f f ]− k63[PIP3][PTEN]

kk9 + [PIP3]
− k65[PIP3][AKT] (49)
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d[PIP3 : AKT_O f f ]
dt

= k65[PIP3][AKT]− k64[PI3K : AKT_O f f ]−

k63[PDK1][PIP3 : AKT_O f f ]
kk9 + [PIP3 : AKT_O f f ]

+
k63[PIP3 : AKT_On]

kk9 + [PIP3 : AKT_On]
(50)

d[PIP3 : AKT_On]
dt

=
k63[PDK1][PIP3 : AKT_O f f ]

kk9 + [PIP3 : AKT_O f f ]
− k63[PIP3 : AKT_On]

kk9 + [PIP3 : AKT_on]
(51)

d[TSC2_O f f ]
dt

=
k66[”ERK− PP”][TSC2_On]

kk9 + [”ERK− PP”]
− k64[PIP3 : AKT_On][TSC2_On]

kk9 + [TSC2_On]

− k64[TSC2_O f f ]
kk9 + [TSC2_O f f ]

(52)

d[TSC2On]
dt

=
k64[TSC2_O f f ]

kk9 + [TSC2_O f f ]
+

k67[”ERK− PP”][TSC1 : 2]
kk9 + [”ERK− PP”]

− k66[”ERK− PP”][TSC2_On]
kk9 + [”ERK− PP”]

− k64[PIP3 : AKT_On][TSC2_On]
kk9 + [TSC2_On]

−k67[TSC1][TSC2_On] (53)

d[TSC1]
dt

= k68 +
k67[”ERK− PP”][TSC1 : 2]

kk9 + [”ERK− PP”]
− k67[TSC1][TSC2_On]

−k68[TSC1] (54)

d[TSC1 : 2]
dt

= k67[TSC1][TSC2_On]− k67[”ERK− PP”][TSC1 : 2]
kk9 + [”ERK− PP”]

(55)

d[RhebO f f ]
dt

=
k69[TSC1 : 2][Rheb_On]

kk9 + [Rheb_On]
− k70[Rheb_O f f ]

kk9 + [Rheb_O f f ]
(56)

d[Rheb_On]
dt

=
k70[Rheb_O f f ]

kk9 + [Rheb_O f f ]
− k69[TSC1 : 2][Rheb_On]

kk9 + [Rheb_On]
(57)

d[mTORC1_O f f ]
dt

=
k64[mTORC1]

kk9 + [mTORC1]
− k64[mTORC1_O f f ]

− k68[mTORC1_O f f ][Rheb_On]
kk9 + [mTORC1_O f f ]

(58)

d[AKT]
dt

= k71 − k72[PIP3][AKT]− k73[AKT] + k64[PIP3 : AKT_O f f ] (59)

d[PDK1]
dt

= k67(1− [PDK1]) (60)

d[PTEN]

dt
= K74(1− [PTEN]) (61)

Steady-state equations

PP1A =
[PP1T]

1 + K21(φE([CycE] + [CycA]) + φB[CycB])
(62)

V2 = k′2(1− [CDH1]) + k2[CDH1] + k′′2 [Cdc20] (63)

V4 = k4(γA[CycA] + γB[CycB]) (64)
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V6 = k’
6 + k6(ηE[CycE] + ηA[CycA] + ηB[CycB]) (65)

V8 = k′8
k8(ψE([CycE] + [CycA]) + ψB[CycB])

J8 + [CYCET]
(66)

CYCET = [CycE : Kip1] + [CycE : Kip1] + [CycE] (67)

CYCDT = [CycD : Kip1] + [p27 : CycD : Cdk2] + [CycD] (68)

CYCAT = [p27 : CycA : Cdk2] + [CycA] + [CycA : Kip1] (69)

P27T = [p27 : CycA : Cdk2] + [p27 : CycD : cdk2] + [p27 : CycE : Cdk2] + [p27] (70)

V1PI3K =
[RTK]VM1PI3K
[RTK] + kcPI3K

(71)

V3PI3K = [PI3K]VM3PI3K (72)

Notes on Equations:

(1) The mass of the cell drops to half, [mass] → [mass]/2, every time [Cdh1] crosses 0.2
from bellow.
(2) To simulate cell cycle arrest, whenever [p21] > 20, [CDH1] = [GM] = [CycA] = [CycB] =
[CycD] = [CycE] = 0. To do so, CycleArrest binary parameter was put in equations:

CycleArrest =

{
0, if [p21] > 20
1, in all other cases

(3) As an event to prepare apoptosis, whenever [ATM] > 20, the synthesis rate of Caspase-9
increases with "Caspase9 flux" parameter:

”Caspase9 f lux” =

{
5, if [Cyto : Apa f 1 : Caspase9] > 10 and [ATM] > 20
10, if [ATM] > 20

(4) To simulate apoptosis, whenever [Cyto : Apa f 1 : Caspase9] > 10 and [ATM] > 20,
[mass] = [GM] = 0, using DeathSwitch:

DeathSwitch =

{
0, if [Cyto : Apa f 1 : Caspase9] > 10 and [ATM] > 20
1, in all other cases

(5) The same assumptions done in [1] were used in this system. The parameter r31switch works as
a two steps Heaviside function:

r31switch =

{
1, if [Rb]+[E2F_Rb]+[”phosphorylatedE2F:Rb”]

[Rb_hypo]+[Rb]+[E2F:Rb]+[”phosphorylatedE2F:Rb”] < 0.8

0, in all other cases

Parameters:

n = 1, k1 = 0.6, k’
1 = 0.1, k3 = 140, k’

3 = 7.5, k5 = 20, k6 = 100, k’
6 = 10, k7 = 0.6,

k’
7 = 0, k8 = 2, k’

8 = 0.1, k9 = 0.05, k10 = 5, K10 = 3.8, k11 = 1.5, k’
11 = 0, k12 = 1.5, k13 = 5,

k14 = 2.5, k15 = 0.25, k16 = 0.25, k17 = 10, k’
17 = 3.5, k18 = 10, k19 = 20, k’

19 = 25, k20 = 10,
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k22 = 1, k23 = 1, k’
23 = 0.005, k24 = 1000, k24r = 10, k25 = 1000, k25r = 10, k26 = 10000, k26r = 200,

k27 = 0.2, k29 = 0.05, k30 = 20, k31 = 0.7, k32 = 1.8, k33 = 0.05, k34 = 0.05, k35 = 5000, k36 = 10,
k37 = 25, k38 = 2, k39 = 1, k40 = 0.5, k41 = 0.1, k42 = 1, k43 = 5, k44 = 100, k45 = 10, k46 = 10,
k47 = 1, k48 = 0.1, k49 = 50, k50 = 100, k51 = 77.75, k52 = 2.855, k53 = 53, k54 = 1000, k55 = 1000,
k56 = 10, k57 = 1, k58 = 0.5, k59 = 0.82, k60 = 0.15, k61 = 0.01, k62 = 1, k63 = 10, k64 = 0.5, k65 = 2,
k66 = 0.7, k67 = 5, k68 = 0.1, k69 = 12, k70 = 4, k71 = 0.1, k72 = 2, k73 = 0.4, k74 = 1, ki = 9,
kAKT = 0.5, kerk = 0.5, kgap = 0.1, kCycE = 0.3, kp14 = 0.3, kRas = 0.6, kRb = 0.3, kk = 1, kk1 = 5,
kk2 = 5, kk3 = 10, kk4 = 15, kk5 = 15, kk6 = 8, kk7 = 0.2, kk8 = 0.005, kk9 = 0.05, J1 = 0.1,
J3 = 0.01, J4 = 0.005, J8 = 0.1, J13 = 0.005, J14 = 0.005, J15 = 0.1, J17 = 0.3, J31 = 0.01, J32 = 0.01,
ε = 1, λA = 3, λB = 5, λD = 3.3, λE = 5, ψE = 10, ψB = 0.5, µE = 0.5, µA = 0.5, µB = 0.1,
PP1T = 1.
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